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Abstract. Recent observations made with Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo
have initiated the era of gravitational-wave astronomy. The number of events detected
by these “2nd Generation” (2G) ground-based observatories is partially limited by noise
arising from temperature-induced position fluctuations of the test mass mirror surfaces
used for probing space time dynamics. The design of next-generation gravitationalwave observatories addresses this limitation by using cryogenically cooled test masses;
current approaches for continuously removing heat (resulting from absorbed laser light)
rely on heat extraction via black-body radiation or conduction through suspension
fibers. As a complementing approach for extracting heat during observational runs,
we investigate cooling via helium gas impinging on the test mass in free molecular flow.
We establish a relation between cooling power and corresponding displacement noise,
based on analytical models, which we compare to numerical simulations. Applying this
theoretical framework with regard to the conceptual design of the Einstein Telescope
(ET), we find a cooling power of 10 mW at 18 K for a gas pressure that exceeds the
ET design strain noise goal by at most a factor of ∼ 3 in the signal frequency band
from 3 to 11 Hz. A cooling power of 100 mW at 18 K corresponds to a gas pressure
that exceeds the ET design strain noise goal by at most a factor of ∼ 11 in the band
from 1 to 28 Hz.

1. Introduction
The first detection of gravitational waves by LIGO in September 2015 has unlocked
a new source of information about the universe [1]. So far, LIGO together with
Virgo has observed 15 confirmed events and 35 candidate events of gravitational waves
originating from mergers of two black holes, two neutron stars, as well as pairs of one
black hole and one neutron star [2, 3]. In order to increase the rate and range of
detections, a “3rd Generation” (3G) of ground-based observatories is currently being
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developed [4, 5, 6, 7]. Research targets increasing the GW signal as well as reducing
the observatory’s detection noise floor. The signal increases with the interferometer
arm length and with the light power in the arms. Noise sources that are going to be
reduced have many origins. The largest fundamental noise sources are the quantum
uncertainty in the measurement of the laser light and the thermally excited motions
of the mirror surfaces. The latter are produced by thermal energy in all the different
degrees of freedom of massive test mass mirrors that are suspended as pendulums under
vacuum conditions. The most prominent example of thermal noise results from the
Brownian motion within the dielectric high-reflectivity coatings of the mirrors.
Thermal noise is reduced if the temperature of the suspended test mass mirrors
is lowered. Current LIGO [8] and Virgo [9] observatories exploit mirrors at room
temperature. The Japanese KAGRA [10] observatory, which began initial observations
in Feb 2020 [11], exploits mirrors cooled to about 20 K. The designs of the European
Einstein Telescope as well as LIGO Voyager and Cosmic Explorer, the U.S. contribution
to a future 3G detector network, incorporate cryo-cooling as well. In the range from
40 Hz to 100 Hz, where thermal noise is a dominating source of noise [12, 13], a significant
sensitivity improvement is expected.
Cryogenic cooling of up to ∼ 300 kg mirrors that are suspended with rather thin
fibres [4, 5, 7] is a major technological challenge. The problem is how to continuously get
thermal energy out of mirrors that are in vacuum and mechanically maximally decoupled
from the environment, while the observatory is taking data. Heat load due to absorbed
black-body radiation from the (room-temperature) kilometre-scale vacuum tubes has to
be suppressed to a minimum. During operation, the test masses are constantly heated
by partial absorption of laser light. Mirror substrate and coating materials need to show
extremely low optical absorption in the range of a few parts per million (ppm). At the
same time the materials need to have high mechanical quality factors to channel the
remaining thermal energy in narrow well-defined mechanical resonances.
In KAGRA, heat is extracted from the mirrors via suspension fibers with high
thermal conductivity [14, 15]. The cooling power is provided by cryocoolers, which are
connected to a separate stage of the suspension chain with flexible high-purity aluminum
heat links; a dedicated vibration isolation system has been implemented to suppress the
impact from cryocooler induced vibrations. For the cryogenic detector of ET, with an
intended operating temperature in the range of 10 K to 20 K, a similar cooling strategy
is considered [5]. Cosmic explorer, by virtue of its higher operating temperature of
123 K, will be cooled by radiative heat transfer from the mirror to surrounding radiation
shields [7]. This approach is currently being developed in the scope of LIGO Voyager [6].
Heat-exchange gas is often used for cooling down sensitive probes, which is also
under investigation for GW detectors [16, 17]. Using heat-exchange gas during GW
observations is a less obvious approach, since the gas causes friction and transfers
momentum to the mirror. Previously, the 1.5 tonnes bar detector Niobe used gas cooling
during observation runs [18]. The gas pressure was above the free molecular flow regime,
which typically is characterised by a Knudsen number above ten.
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Here, we investigate the potential of using helium gas in the free molecular flow
regime to extract the heat imparted during observational runs in cryogenic test masses of
future gravitational wave observatories. Sec. 2 describes the conceptual setup. It further
includes a discussion of potential challenges related to additional noise sources, arising as
a consequence of injecting a significant amount of helium gas next to the mirror. Sec. 3
establishes, to our knowledge for the first time, the relation between gas-induced cooling
power and added strain-normalized noise spectral density, based on corresponding
analytical models, which are validated by comparison to numerical simulations. Our
analytical models for cooling power and residual gas damping noise are also in agreement
with previous publications [19, 20]. Consequences from gradually “turning on” mutual
collisions between helium atoms, thereby ”leaving“ the free molecular regime, are also
discussed. Sec. 4 presents an application of the theoretical framework described in
the previous section with regard to the design of the Einstein Telescope. Sec. 5 gives
concluding remarks.
2. Conceptual setup for gas cooling applied to suspended test masses
To establish models for cooling power and corresponding thermal displacement noise
related to helium gas interacting with a suspended test mass (TM), we consider the setup
shown in Fig. 1. Here, a TM suspended by thin fibers (not shown) is heated by partial
absorption of laser light and thermal radiation. The imparted heat is transferred to a
close-by frame, with temperature Tframe , by virtue of helium gas and thermal radiation,
thereby keeping the TM’s temperature TTM constant.
Frame (Tframe)
Radiation
Laser Light

Radiation

d

Helium

Test Mass (TTM)

Figure 1. Schematic of a heat transfer model for gas cooling of a suspended test mass
(TM). Partial absorption of laser light and thermal radiation from the environment
heat the TM. The TM’s temperature TTM is kept constant by virtue of heat transfer to
a frame, at distance d and temperature Tframe , via helium gas and thermal radiation.
Gas cooling occurs in the free molecular flow regime (no interaction between helium
atoms). Furthermore, we assume that helium atoms reach thermal equilibrium with
mirror and frame.

The following underlying assumptions are made for the interaction between helium
gas and surfaces of TM and frame: The helium gas is in the free molecular flow regime,
where interactions between atoms are negligible (see Sec. 3.3 for a discussion of potential
consequences from gradually “turning on” mutual collisions between helium atoms); we
apply the common definition for free molecular flow based on the Knudsen number:
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Kn ≡ λ/d > 10, with mean free path (MFP) λ and distance d between TM and frame.
The MFP corresponds to the average distance traveled by atoms between successive
collisions. In Sec. 4 it is shown, that the assumption of free molecular flow leads to
technically feasible values of d.
The transfer of heat between helium atoms and surfaces is specified by a
corresponding accommodation coefficient αE , which represents the fraction of incident
atoms reaching thermal equilibrium with the surface [19]. Throughout this article, we
consider Tframe = 5 K and TTM = 18 K, with accommodation coefficients for helium
αE (5 K) = 1.0, αE (18 K) ≡ αE,TM = 0.6 [19]. As a consequence, all gas particles
emitted from the frame are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with the frame. For
the gas particles emitted from the TM, we assume that a fraction given by αE,TM
is in thermal equilibrium with the TM. The fraction given by 1 − αE,TM remains in
thermal equilibrium with the frame, upon reflection from the TM. Expressing heat
exchange between gas particles and surfaces in terms of the thermal accommodation
coefficient is a common approach, which gives good agreement with experimental results
(see, e.g., Ref. [21]). Similarly, the transfer of momentum between helium atoms
and surfaces is specified by an accommodation coefficient αM , which represents the
fraction of incident atoms transferring their momentum to the surface. Here, we assume
αM (5 K) = αM (18 K) = 1.0 [22, 23]. Note that unity accommodation for momentum
corresponds to the worst case in terms frictional force acting on the TM. Gas particles,
which reach thermal equilibrium with or transfer their momentum to a surface, upon
reflection from this surface, are said to be diffusely reflected, where the direction of
re-emission from the surface is randomly distributed according to the Knudsen cosine
law (see Sec. 3.1 for details). The fractions of atoms 1 − αE and 1 − αM , being reflected
without exchange of energy or momentum with the surface, are said to be specularly
reflected. We assume the duration between adsorption and desorption of an atom to be
negligible.
With regard to the geometry of the frame, we assume that it fully encloses the
TM’s cylinder barrel (in the sense, that all lines of sight departing from the barrel
reach the frame) without touching it. The underlying assumptions are consistent with
a cylindrical tube concentrically surrounding a cylindrical TM at distance d. This tube
would have to comprise circular baffles at its ends, e.g., with an outer diameter equal to
the tube’s diameter and an inner diameter marginally larger than the TM’s diameter to
prevent touching it. In this case, the effect on cooling power and residual gas damping
noise, from not perfectly confining the gas between TM and frame, is assumed to be
insignificant (see also next paragraph). With regard to a practical implementation, one
may envisage a setup similar to, e.g., the Advanced Virgo payload [24], with a modified
reaction cage to accommodate cryogenic cooling and a baffle encapsulating the TM’s
barrel.
For the imperfect confinement of helium gas between TM and frame, we assume
that gas particles leaking out of this region will be efficiently deflected and pumped (e.g.,
via cryopumping [25]), such that only an insignificant fraction of gas particles will be
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reflected back onto the TM. As a consequence, transfer of heat or seismic/acoustic noise
to the TM from other structures inside a cryostat (see, e.g., Ref. [4]) are neglected. The
impact from gas damping noise, arising as a consequence of helium atoms impinging
on front and back side of the TM, is considered to be insignificant, under the same
assumption. An additional noise source originates from a time-varying refractive index,
arising as a consequence of a fluctuating number of gas particles traversing the optical
beam path inside the interferometer [26]. For helium gas leaking out of the frame, we
consider this noise to be insignificant, under the assumption that the partial pressure
of the helium gas will be lowered to ∼ 10−8 Pa in vicinity of the TM. One may envisage
that a corresponding cryopump could be incorporated in a helium-cooled section of the
beam tube, directly adjacent to the TM cryostat. Such a cold beam tube section is
described, e.g., in Ref. [4].
The analytical models and numerical simulations, presented in the following
section, are based on 3-dimensional gaskinetic theory; no simplification regarding the
dimensionality is made. The setup studied here is simplified with regard to a possible
practical implementation, as we only consider a single pendulum, representing the
suspended TM, and omit other elements of a possible payload, such as the suspended
marionette (see, e.g., Ref. [4]). The motivation behind this simplification is, that only
the noise acting on the suspended TM is affected by gas cooling. This approach is
consistent with Ref. [5] (Sec. 6.10.2.4), where for the suspension thermal noise, modified
as a result of changing parameters of the TM’s suspension fibers, with respect to the
original ET design [4], just the contribution from the suspended TM is assessed.
3. Models for heat transfer and strain noise
3.1. Heat transfer model
3.1.1. General model
The cooling power acting on the TM due to the helium gas is given by




Pgas = αE,TM Q̇out − Q̇in ,


(1)



where Q̇out Q̇in is the heat flux emitted (absorbed) by the TM, in the case of unity
accommodation, and αE,TM represents the fraction of incident atoms contributing to the
heat transfer (see Sec. 2). The heat flux per surface element ∆A is calculated as product
of the flux density of emitted (absorbed) atoms φout (φin ) and their mean kinetic energy,
Z
1
Q̇i
= φi
mHe vi2 ρ (vi ) dvi % (θi ) dΩi ,
(2)
∆A
2
with i ∈ {out, in}, helium mass mHe , speed of emitted atoms vi , speed distribution
ρ (vi ), angle between surface normal and speed vector of atom θi , angular distribution
% (θi ), and incremental solid angle dΩi = sin θi dθi dϕi , where ϕi is the azimuthal angle.
The assumptions underlying Eq. 2 are described in Sec. 2. The corresponding speed
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and angular distributions are given by [27]
v2
v3
ρ (vi ) = i4 exp − i2
2vT,i
2vT,i

!

(3)

and
% (θi ) =

cos θi
,
π

(4)
q

respectively. Here vT,i ≡
kB Ti /mHe is the characteristic thermal velocity, with
Tin = Tframe and Tout = TTM . The contribution from temperature-induced position
fluctuations of the TM to the relative speed between TM and gas particles is insignificant
and, therefore, is not taken into account.
3.1.2. Solution for parallel plates
To validate the model presented in the previous section, we compare it with a numerical
simulation implemented in the Molecular Flow Module of COMSOL Multiphysics. We
consider the simple case of two parallel plates, for which Eq. 2 gives Q̇i /∆A = 2kB Ti φi .
This expression is obtained by substituting the 3-dimensional distributions Eq. 3 and
4 into Eq. 2 and integrating vi on [0, ∞], θi on [0, π/2], and ϕi on [0, 2π]. These limits
of integration correspond to the entire hemisphere above the surface element. In the
COMSOL simulation, this is realized by effectively placing the parallel plates inside
a box at 5 K. Note that the particular shape of the frame (see Fig. 1) is irrelevant,
as long as it covers the entire hemisphere on each surface element of the TM. This
is because the Knudsen cosine law (Eq. 4) implies, that the number of gas particles,
emitted from a surface element per solid angle into a particular direction, is independent
of the orientation of the surface element with respect to the direction of emission. The
reasoning behind is, that the solid angle subtended by a surface element on the frame,
with respect to a point on the TM, is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the
normal direction of this surface element and the line connecting it to the point on the
TM. Based on the Knudsen cosine law, the same proportionality applies to the number
of molecules emitted into this particular direction. As a result, only the total solid
angle subtended by the frame matters, its shape is irrelevant, as long as its separation
from the TM is compatible with free molecular flow (see Sec. 2). Taking into account
equilibrium conditions, with equal incoming and outgoing flux φout = φin ≡ φ, gives
Q̇i
= 2kB Ti φ.
(5)
∆A
As a next step, the relation between heat transfer and helium pressure is established:
The pressure caused by incoming/outgoing atoms is given by the product of φi and the
mean momentum along the surface normal
pi = φi

Z

mHe vi⊥ ρ (vi ) dvi % (θi ) dΩi ,

(6)

with vi⊥ = vi cos θi . Evaluating the integral for two parallel plates gives
s

pi = φ

πmHe kB Ti
.
2

(7)
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Gas components coming from the frame and TM have different pressures resulting from
different temperatures. This is a consequence of the assumptions detailed in Sec. 2
(i.e., helium atoms do not interact with each other and reach thermal equilibrium with
surfaces of TM and frame). By combining Eqs. 1, 5, and 7 the cooling, acting on the
plate at TTM , can be written‡
s

8kB
pin ∆A (TTM − Tframe ) , (TTM > Tframe ) ,
(8)
πmHe Tframe
where ∆A corresponds to the surface area of each plate. Based on the reasoning provided
in the paragraph before Eq. 5, Eq. 8 also describes the heat transfer between two
concentric cylinders, where ∆A corresponds to the surface area of the inner cylinder
[19].
Pgas = αE,TM

3.1.3. Maximum allowed distance between test mass and frame
In the following, the maximum allowed value for the distance d between frame and TM
(see Fig. 1) is derived. The upper bound follows from the requirement of staying in the
free molecular flow regime, where d < λ/10 (see Sec. 2). The total MFP corresponds to
the average of the MFP of “cold” atoms moving from the frame toward TM, λin , and
the MFP of “hot” (“cold”) particles moving from TM toward frame, λout1 (λout2 ):
λ=

nin λin + nout1 λout1 + nout2 λout2
,
nin + nout1 + nout2

(9)

where nin and nout1 (nout2 ) is the number density of incoming and outgoing “warm”
(“cold”) atoms, respectively. Here, the splitting in “warm” and “cold” particles, moving
from TM toward frame, is a consequence of αE,TM < 1. Combining Eq. 7 with the ideal
gas law pi = ni kB Ti , gives:
s

nin

=φ

πmHe
2kB Tframe
s

nout,1 = αE,TM φ

(10)

πmHe
2kB TTM
s

nout,2 = (1 − αE,TM ) φ

(11)

πmHe
.
2kB Tframe

(12)

Substituting these expressions into Eq. 9 yields
q

λ=

λin + αE,TM Tframe /TTM λout1 + (1 − αE,TM ) λout2
2 + αE,TM

q



Tframe /TTM − 1

.

(13)

We follow the common approach for deriving the MFP, as, for example, presented in
Ref. [29]: The average distance travelled by a gas atom of “species” i ∈ {in, out1 , out2 }
between two successive collisions (i.e., the MFP) is given by λi = hvi iτi , where hvi i
is the mean speed and τi is the average time between successive collisions. Atoms
‡ There is an additional contribution from internal degrees of freedom, adding ∼ 0.8 % of cooling power
(see, e.g., Ref. [28]), which is not taken into account here.
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can collide either with atoms of their own species, characterized by collision time τi,i ,
or atoms of the other species, characterized by collision times τi,j (i 6= j). The total
collision time for a particular species i is calculated by summing the contributing collision
P −1
rates: τi −1 = j τi,j
. The rate of each collision processes is calculated by multiplying
the volume of interaction per unit time by the number density of target gas particles:
−1
τi,j
= πδ 2 nj hvi,j i, where δ is the kinetic diameter of a Helium atom and hvi,j i is the
mean relative speed between an atom of species i and an atom of species j. Combining
the previous considerations yields
λin

=

kB Tframe hvin i

i,

q

h

πδ 2 pin hvin,in i + αE,TM Tframe /TTM hvin,out1 i + (1 − αE,TM ) hvin,out2 i

(14)

kB TTM hvout1 i

λout1 =

i,
(15)
πδ 2 pin αE,TM Tframe /TTM hvout1 ,out1 i + hvout1 ,in i + (1 − αE,TM ) hvout1 ,out2 i

λout2 =

q
i.
(16)
πδ 2 pin (1 − αE,TM ) hvout2 ,out2 i + hvout2 ,in i + αE,TM Tframe /TTM hvout2 ,out1 i

h

q

kB Tframe hvout2 i

h

Here, the mean speed is given by
s

9πkB Ti
,
(17)
8mHe
with Tinq= Tout2 = Tframe
and Tout1 = TTM , and the mean relative speed, defined as
q
2
hvi,j i = h(~vi − ~vj ) i = hvi i2 + hvi i2 − 2h~vi · ~vj i2 , is given by
hvi i =

s

hvin,in i = hvout2 ,out2 i

=
s

hvout1 ,out1 i

=
s

hvout1 ,out2 i = hvout2 ,out1 i =
s

hvin,out1 i = hvout1 ,in i

=

kB Tframe
(8 − π)
mHe

(18)

kB TTM
(8 − π)
mHe

(19)

q
kB
4 (Tframe + TTM ) − π Tframe TTM
mHe



q
kB
4 (Tframe + TTM ) + π Tframe TTM
mHe







(20)
(21)

s

kB Tframe
(8 + π).
(22)
mHe
The mean values are calculated based on the distribution functions given by Eqs. 3
and 4.
Substituting Eqs. 14 to 22 into Eq. 13 enables calculcating λ based on the
parameters given in Sec. 2. The upper bound for the maximum distance between frame
and TM, which is compatible with free molecular flow, is given by d = λ/10.
hvin,out2 i = hvout2 ,in i

=

3.1.4. Comparison between analytical and numerical models
Figure 2 shows the predicted heat transfer as a function of pressure p1 for a pair of
parallel square plates, with edge length 50 cm and unity accommodation at both plates.
The blue line corresponds to the analytical expression (Eq. 8) and the orange circles
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show the values predicted by the numerical simulation. The analytical values exceed
the numerical values by 0.02 %. Increasing the pressure lowers the MFP, which requires
a reduced separation between the plates, to be compatible with the free molecular flow
regime (Kn > 10). The upper x-axis shows the maximum separation between the plates
still compatible with free molecular flow, based on Eq. 13.
Maximum Plate Separation (m)
10 1
10

2

Cooling Power (W)

Analytical
COMSOL

10

1

10

2

10 4
10
Incoming Pressure (Pa)

3

Figure 2. Heat transfer versus helium gas pressure for two parallel plates of area
50 cm×50 cm, unity accommodation, and temperatures 5 K and 18 K, respectively. The
blue line shows the analytical model (Eq. 8). Values from the numerical simulation
(orange circles) are lower by 0.02 %. The upper x-axis indicates the separation between
the plates, where shown values correspond to the upper bound compatible with free
molecular flow (see main text for details).

3.2. Strain noise model
Here, we derive the displacement noise arising from helium atoms impinging on the
TM [20]. As dominant noise source we consider a single degree of freedom of the TM,
corresponding to motion along the direction of the incident laser light (see Fig. 1) with
velocity Vk .
In addition to impinging gas atoms, diffusive gas flow is a potential source of noise
acting on a TM in a constrained volume. The corresponding noise becomes significant
if the channel limiting the flow (i.e. a gap between the TM and a nearby surface) is
comparable to the dimension of the TM [30, 31, 32]. Here, we assume that gas can flow
around the frame in a channel larger than TM and frame. In this case, the gap between
TM and frame (see. Fig. 1) is not limiting the flow resulting from pressure differences
caused by thermal motion of the TM along the optical axis. Therefore, we consider the
noise contribution from diffusive flow negligible.
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The time-averaged force per surface element ∆A of the TM’s side faces is calculated
as mean value of the gas particles’ flux density of momentum parallel to the TM motion
Z
Fk
= φin mHe vin,k ρVk (vin ) dvin % (θin ) dΩin ,
(23)
∆A
with speed distribution
ρVk (vin ) =

3
vin
2vT4



exp 
−

2
vin,⊥



+ vin,k + Vk
2vT2

2 

.

(24)

Here, vin,⊥ = vin cos θin~ez and vin,k = vin sin θin (cos ϕin~ex + sin ϕin~ey ) are the gas particles’
speed components orthogonal and parallel to Vk , respectively, where ϕin is the azimuthal
angle. Solving the integral gives
s

Fk = −Vk pin ∆A

2mHe
≡ −Vk β,
πkB Tframe

(25)

where the last step defines the damping coefficient β. Note that atoms re-emitted from
the TM do not cause a net force. This is because emission occurs isotropically. The
integral is solved analogously to the one for the heat transfer model. The details are
discussed in paragraph 2 of Sec. 3.1. Equation 25 is applicable to TMs of cylindrical or
cubical shape oscillating along the direction defined by a surface normal of a side face
[20]. ∆A corresponds to the surface area of the cylinder’s barrel or four of the cube’s
side faces, respectively.
Assuming the TM to represent a damped harmonic oscillator, with frictional
damping force Fk , and applying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem yields the
displacement noise spectrum [33]
x2 (ω) =

m2TM

4kB Tframe β
,
2
(ω02 − ω 2 ) + β 2 ω 2

(26)

where mTM is the mass of the TM, ω0 /2π is the oscillator’s resonance frequency, and
ω/2π is the frequency.
To validate our analytical model, we set up a Monte-Carlo simulation [34]. Here,
the suspended TM is modeled as a pendulum (using a small-angle approximation),
with length l and displacement z(t). Further assumptions are described in Sec. 2. For
each impinging atom, we assign a random timestamp and calculate the corresponding
momentum transfer, based on randomly selecting four parameters: in- and outgoing
speed as well as in- and outgoing angle. The underlying probability distributions for
speed and angle are given by Eq. 3 and 4, respectively. The change in the TM’s velocity
associated with the momentum transferred by an adsorbed gas atom is given by
mHe
δVk =
[v(Tframe ) · sin θin + v(TTM ) · sin θout ] .
(27)
mTM
The TM’s trajectory is obtained based on energy conservation, giving:
q



1q 3
z0
z(t) ≈ l
2ξ +
2ξ sin ω0 t +
,
(28)
24
l
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with acceleration due to gravity g, velocity added to the TM at the last hit δVk , TM
displacement at the last collision z0 , and
2
1 z02 1 
.
+
Vk + δVk
ξ=
2l l
g
#

"

(29)

Test mass displacement (m/ Hz )

The power spectral density of corresponding displacement noise is obtained by Fourier
transforming the time series of TM displacements.
Fig. 3 shows the simulated displacement spectral density (orange) together with the
analytical model (blue, given by Eq. 26) for a cubical toy model TM with mass 300 kg.
The average deviation between numerical simulation and analytical model is 1 %. The
example illustrated here just serves as a comparison of analytical and numerical model;
the resulting displacement noise values are of no relevance whatsoever for gravitational
wave detectors. This is because, with reasonable computational resources we are not able
to simulate collision rates (in excess of 1020 s−1 ) relevant for realistic cooling scenarios
(see Sec. 4). Therefore, in the present case, we simulate TM movement with 1.5×106 s−1 .
Mirror movement is simulated for a time of 8 s.

10

23

10

25

10

27

10

29

10

31

Analytical model
Numerical model (1 )

100

101

102
Frequency (Hz)

103

Figure 3. Residual gas damping noise from helium gas impinging on four side faces
of a cubical toy model TM with mass 300 kg, suspension length 2 m, and rate of
impinging helium atoms 1.5 × 106 s−1 . (The displacement noise values shown here are
of no relevance for realistic cooling scenarios, due to a significantly lower collision rate.
See main text for details). The numerical simulation (orange) is obtained by averaging
seven individual noise spectra; the width corresponds to the standard deviation. The
analytical model (Eq. 26, consistent with Ref. [20]) is shown in blue. The average
deviation between both models is 1 %.

3.3. Relation between heat transfer and strain noise
Combining Eqs. 8, 25, and 26 yields the following expression (for ω  ω0 ), directly
relating the cooling power, provided by the helium atoms, to corresponding residual gas
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damping noise:
ω 4 x2 (ω) m2TM (TTM − Tframe )
,
(30)
2NTM mHe
Tframe
where NTM is the number of TMs in the detector (in all current and next generation
observatories, NTM = 4). Interestingly, this expression is independent of the helium
pressure pin and the surface area ∆A of the TM, which is exposed to helium gas atoms.
This is a consequence of the fact that for increasing/decreasing either pin or ∆A, the
effects from increasing/decreasing both heat flux and residual gas damping noise cancel.
For a fixed amount of added mirror displacement noise, the cooling power increases with
the square of the mirror mass. This corresponds to a quartic dependency on mirror
diameter. Increasing the temperature of the TMs with respect to the frame leads to
larger cooling power for a given amount of added noise. In that regard, increasing the
accommodation coefficient is beneficial too. Furthermore, the cooling power for a given
amount of noise increases for lighter gas atoms and lower frame temperature. Solving
Eq. 30 for the displacement noise results in an inverse proportional dependency between
noise and mirror mass.
In the following, we consider the situation of two species of gas particles impinging
on the TM. The first (second) species is characterized by flux density φ1 (φ2 ) and
temperature T1 = Tframe (Tframe < T2 < TTM ). For the cooling power acting on the TM
follows, according to Eq. 1 and 5,
Pgas = αE,TM

Pgas = 2kB αE,TM ∆A [φ1 (TTM − Tframe ) + φ2 (TTM − T2 )] .

(31)

The corresponding frictional force, according to Eq. 25 and 7, is given by
Fk = −Vk mHe ∆A (φ1 + φ2 ) .

(32)

Based on the previous two equations, the frictional force per cooling power, Fk /Pgas ,
increases for an increasing fraction of “warm” particles, φ2 /φ1 . As a result, the damping
coefficient β is greater, compared to the case with φ2 = 0. Furthermore, calculating the
TM’s displacement noise spectrum in this situation requires replacing Tframe in Eq. 26
with an average gas temperature T > Tframe . Assuming this simplified situation to
be representative for the aspect of increasing the average temperature of gas particles
impinging on the TM, e.g., as a consequence of gradually increasing collisions between
gas particles, indicates the detrimental effects of leaving the molecular flow regime
towards regimes characterized by Kn < 10.
4. Cooling power and added thermal strain noise with regard to the ET
design
To assess the potential of gas cooling for future gravitational wave observatories,
we examine a setup similar to the design of the cryogenic interferometer for the
low-frequency ET [4, 5]. As for the ET design, we assume the interferometer to
comprise four cylindrical TMs made out of silicon; each TM has diameter DTM =
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Strain (1/ Hz )

45 cm, thickness tTM = 57 cm, and mass mTM = 211 kg. The expected heat load
from absorbed laser light and thermal radiation is ∼ 100 mW, which, according
to the baseline design, is fully extracted by conduction through the TM’s silicon
suspension fibers. In the case of gas cooling as complementing cooling strategy, the
imparted heat is transferred to a frame surrounding the barrel of a TM (see Sec. 2).
Here, we assume TM and frame temperatures of TTM = 18 K and Tframe = 5 K,
respectively. At this value for TTM , the coefficient of thermal expansion for silicon
vanishes, thereby eliminating noise from thermoelastic damping. The cooling power
provided by the helium gas is calculated according to Eq. 8, with ∆A = Abarrel =
πDTM tTM . The contribution from radiation is calculated based on the Stefan-Boltzmann
4
4
2
), with Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ,
− Tframe
/2) (TTM
law σ (εbarrel Abarrel + εface πDTM
emissivity of the TM’s barrel εbarrel = 0.9, and emissivity of the TM’s front and back
side εTM = 0.6 [6]. Here, the contribution from the TM’s barrel is linear in DTM and
the contribution from the TM’s side is quadratic in DTM . For the given parameters, a
radiative cooling power of 5 mW is predicted.
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Figure 4. Residual gas damping noise from gas cooling for the Einstein Telescope
design. The solid, dashed, and dotted blue curves show simulated strain noise spectra
caused by helium atoms impinging on the four test masses, with corresponding total
cooling powers per test mass of 10 mW, 30 mW, and 100 mW, respectively. The green
curve shows the design sensitivity of the Einstein Telescope.

Figure 4 shows the noise associated with gas cooling together with the sensitivity of
the ET design (ET-D) [4, 5]. All values are given in terms of strain, which is defined as
x (ω) /L, where L is the distance between the two TMs in an arm of the interferometer.
Here, we assume the value of the ET design: L = 10 km [4, 5]. The expected heat load
on each TM is 100 mW, according to Ref. [5], Sec. 6.10.2.4. An optimistic estimate
considers just the absorption in the optical coating, contributing 18 mW (i.e., 1 ppm
absorption of 18 kW circulating power, according to Ref. [5], Sec. 6.11.2), and an
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additional contribution of ∼ 10 mW from thermal radiation (see [4], Sec. 3.9.2), resulting
in a corresponding heat load of ∼ 30 mW. This estimate assumes optical absorption
in the substrate to be negligible. For 10 mW of total cooling power (e.g., a 10 %
contribution to extract the expected heat load), with equal contributions from helium
gas and radiation, the noise from cooling (solid blue line) exceeds the ET-D sensitivity
(green) by at most a factor of 2.3 in a narrow frequency band from 3 to 11 Hz. The
corresponding helium pressure is 2×10−5 Pa, which imposes the bound d < 66 cm on the
distance between TM and frame, for compatibility with free molecular flow. Extracting
a heat load of 30 mW (100 mW) requires 25 mW (95 mW) of cooling power provided by
the helium gas. The corresponding helium pressure is 12×10−5 Pa (46 × 10−5 Pa), which
imposes the bound d < 12 cm (d < 3 cm) for compatibility with free molecular flow. The
resulting noise, shown by the dashed (dotted) blue line exceeds the ET-D sensitivity by
at most a factor of 5.3 (10.3) in the frequency band from 2 Hz (1 Hz) to 19 Hz (28 Hz).
These results indicate that, for the given detector configuration, increasing the cooling
power comes at the cost of simultaneously increasing the residual gas damping noise.
Getting 10 mW, 30 mW, or 100 mW of cooling power with a maximum added noise
comparable to the ET-D sensitivity (represented by the solid green curve in Fig. 4)
requires mTM ∼ 500 kg, mTM ∼ 1100 kg, or mTM ∼ 2200 kg, respectively.

Cooling Power (W)

101

100

10

1

10

2

10

3

Radiative Cooling
Gas Cooling 1
Sum 1
Gas Cooling 2
Sum 2
Gas Cooling 3
Sum 3

101

102
Mirror Temperature (K)

Figure 5. Cooling power versus test mass temperature for the Einstein Telescope
design. The solid, dashed, and dotted blue curves show the cooling power provided
by helium gas according to Eq. 30, where the corresponding strain noise is shown in
Fig. 4 by curves of the same formatting. The orange line shows the contribution from
radiative heat transfer (details provided in the main text). The solid, dashed, and
dotted green curves show the sum of contributions from cooling by gas and radiation.
The vertical gray line indicates a temperature of the test mass mirrors of 18 K.

Figure 5 shows the total cooling power and its contributors versus TM temperature.
The solid, dashed, and dotted blue curves represent the contribution from helium gas,
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where the corresponding noise is shown by the curves of similar formatting in Fig. 4.
For helium pressures corresponding to 10 mW, 30 mW, or 100 mW of cooling power at
TTM = 18 K, radiative cooling dominates over gas cooling for TTM > 17 K, TTM > 31 K,
or TTM > 50 K, respectively.
5. Conclusion
Based on a conceptual setup of a suspended test mass mirror in future GW observatories,
we have established a relation between gas-induced cooling power and corresponding
added observatory strain noise. In this process, we have developed analytical models for
cooling power and noise, which we compared to numerical simulations, finding excellent
agreement within 1 % for both heat transfer and noise model; our noise model is also
consistent with the one presented in Ref. [20]. For the considered setup, where heat is
transferred between the mirror’s cylinder barrel and a close-by frame, we have shown
that the gas-induced cooling power, for a fixed amount of added mirror displacement
noise, increases with the square of the mirror mass. This corresponds to a quartic
dependency on mirror diameter for gas cooling. For comparison, the mirror’s radiative
cooling power is a sum of contributions from surfaces of cylinder barrel and sides, with
linear and quadratic dependency on the mirror’s diameter, respectively. Note that
increasing mirror diameter and mass also suppresses other noise contributors and is
overall beneficial for the sensitivity of gravitational wave detectors [4, 5]. We also
have applied our theoretical framework with regard to the Einstein Telescope design,
assuming a mirror temperature of 18 K and mirror masses of 211 kg: A gas cooling
power of 10 mW introduces additional noise exceeding the Einstein Telescope design
sensitivity by a factor ∼ 3 in a frequency band from 3 to 11 Hz. A gas cooling power of
100 mW results in additional noise exceeding the Einstein Telescope design sensitivity
by a factor ∼ 11 in a frequency band from 1 to 28 Hz. We have pointed out that
hypothetically increasing the mirror mass by a factor of 3 and 11, for a cooling power of
10 mW and 100 mW, respectively, reduces the gas-induced strain noise to a level, which
is at most comparable to the Einstein Telescope design sensitivity. This illustrates the
inverse proportionality between strain noise and mirror mass for fixed gas cooling rate.
The considered cooling powers comprise an estimated 5 mW from radiative cooling,
which corresponds to 5 % of the expected heat load. With regard to the current
baseline cooling concept for the ET project, we have pointed out the potential benefit
of additional cooling power, provided by gas cooling, and resulting limitations in form
of added observatory strain noise. The uncertainty in the accommodation coefficient
makes an experimental test of the proposed cooling approach desirable.
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